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“Präsident Mark Palkovic  
spricht Deutsch und liebt München” 

   An article in the December 2008 issue of the German 
Miniaturbuch  Journal pointed out just how little we may know 
about our fellow  members.  When they run for office we offer two 
or three sentences  about each person, but if we do not know them 
personally, the only  time we really learn about their backgrounds 
or their interests is,  unfortunately, from their obituaries. 
   Here, then, is our esteemed new leader as the German miniature 
book publishers and collectors in Stuttgart know him: 
   During the annual Conclave Mark Palkovic (54) was chosen as the  
President of the Miniature Book Society and has been a member 

of the  group since its founding in the early 1980s.  He is a professional  librarian at the 
University of Cincinnati in Ohio.   (Head Librarian of the  College-Conservatory of 
Music Library, which serves the United States’  third largest university music program.)   
 He became interested in miniature books around 1979 when, working  as a cataloger 
at Auburn University Libraries in Alabama, he had to  catalog some miniature titles 
for the library’s rare book collection.  He  became fascinated with them, and thus his 
collection of nearly 1,000  titles began.  In the summer of 1986 he worked as librarian 
for the  American Institute of Musical Studies in Graz, Austria.  During this time  he was 
able to travel to Budapest where he bought many miniature  books during the Golden 
Age of miniature book publishing in Hungary. 
 Mark has friends in Germany and visits Munich regularly.  He has had  the good 
fortune to tour the publishing facility of Miniaturbuchverlag  Leipzig with Martin 
Wartelsteiner, and he has been a member of the  Freundeskreis Miniaturbuch Berlin 
along with fellow MBS member  Angelika Jaeck and often corresponded with the late 
Heinz Müller of the  Sammlerkreis Miniaturbuch e.V. Stuttgart. 
 Mark’s Flying Pig Press has issued three miniature titles: Etiquette by  Mark Twain 
(1992), No Roman a Moron by Mark Palkovic (2002), and  Amos Ives Root and the 
Wright Brothers (2006). He bound these books  himself and has studied the craft with 
Gabrielle Fox in Cincinnati and with  the Canadian Bookbinders and Book Artists 
Guild. He is a board member  of the Cincinnati Book Arts Society (CBAS). 

President’s Report to MBS

Mark Palkovic

Because of the efforts of Joan Knoertzer, and approved by 
the MBS Board of Governors meeting at the San Diego 
Conclave, the MBS is now a member of  the Fellowship of 
American Bibliophilic Societies (FABS).   MBS members 
will receive the FABS Newsletter twice a year beginning in 
2009. With over 40 member clubs, FABS is an organization
with a goal of keeping member clubs informed of news, 
events, publications, and activities that take place during 
the year in the world of books. And, of course, other book 
collectors will be aware of the existence of MBS as a result 
of this new partnership. Thanks again to Joan for her work on behalf of the MBS.

Yearbook editor Jim Brogan and Treasurer and Membership Officer Karen Nyman have 
been compiling the 2009 Yearbook which will be in your hands shortly. There are a few 
changes in committee memberships: Angelika Jaeck is chair of the Awards Committee, 
with Frank Anderson and Barbara Williamson as additional members; and Gabrielle 
Fox is chair of the Nominating Committee, with Evron Collins and James Reid-
Cunningham as additional members. Phil Morrison has agreed to serve as a member of 
the Miniature Book Publishing Committee. Thanks to these volunteers and to the many 
others who serve the MBS. Plans are underway for a wonderful meeting August 27-31, 
2009 at Princeton, New Jersey, hosted by Jim Brogan. Jim has some great things planned 
for us--please plan to attend! The 2010 Grand Conclave is being planned to take place in 
Lexington, Kentucky September 2-7, and hosted by new member Kathleen Bryson and 
colleagues from the University of Kentucky. Paul Holbrook, director of the University 
of Kentucky’s King Library Press has promised to provide us with a tour. In addition, 
James Birchfield, Curator of Books at UK Libraries’ Special Collections Program will be 
on hand to share his collections’ treasures. In 2010, Lexington will be the host city for 
the Alltech FEI World Equestrian Games September 25 to October 10. Lexington has 
been preparing for an expected ticket sales of 600,000 for this event, so the hotels and 
merchants should have everything shined up and ready for us!

Two of Mark Palkovic’s 
publications: 

No Roman a Moron 
(a book of palindromes) 

and 
Amos Ives Root and the 

Wright Brothers
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Conclave continuedEditor’s Note
 
We have not suddenly become a philatelic organization.  When I was trying to locate 
pictures of stamps related to the article “’Books’ on Postage Stamps,” I found there were 
literally hundreds of stamps issued around the world that related to printing, books, 
reading, libraries, even that Chinese papermaking stamp on the cover. 
 
I doubt that many of our members have the free time to delve into stamps, but there are 
miniature books that relate to and use postage stamps so this could become a side interest 
if you focus on a specific area such as early printing.  As a strange side note: US stamps 
look downright stodgy when placed beside many of the stamps from other countries.
 
Also, a reminder that we need to be making plans for the next Conclave. If you have any 
ideas or if you are willing to volunteer for any of the necessary work involved—registering 
attendees, actually doing a workshop, helping with auctions—be sure to contact Jim 
Brogan.  We want this to be an enjoyable experience for everyone.
 

“A Rare Murder in Princeton”
That’s the title of a book by Ann Waldron that Anjelika Jaeck is suggesting for people 
who want to get a early preview of of the campus and the Rare Books Department.  The 
lead character spends an inordinate amount of time on food, so  a number of the eating 
spots on campus are mentioned. 
 
I do wonder how the Rare Books people felt about having their quiet domain become a 
setting for murder, but it does give an inside look even though they do not make use of 
the Cotsen Children’s Library that Conclave attendees may be touring.
 

Grand Conclave XXVII
Princeton, New Jersey, USA   August 27-31, 2009

Conference Facility:
Wyndham Princeton Forrestal Hotel and Conference Center,
900 Scudders Mill Road, Plainsboro, New Jersey, US  08536. 
10 minutes from the village of Princeton in a wooded setting with full-service fitness 
center, indoor pool, outdoor running path, tennis courts, racquetball and squash courts, 
billiards room and nearby golf course. 

www.wyndhamprincetonforrestal.com. For reservations at our special rate--$132.00 
US per room, per night (good for three days before and three days after the event)  
http://www.wyndham.com/groupeventsnew/ewrcc_minibook/main.wnt
1:  Look for the “make a reservation for this event” tag
2:  Look for the search button for corporate, promo, & group rates
3:  which should take you to the MBS Conclave registration information
If you prefer to make reservations by phone, the toll-free number is 877.999.3223 

Logistics:
Princeton is located in historic central New Jersey between New York City and 
Philadelphia. Convenient air travel arrangements can be made through either Newark, 
NJ, or Philadelphia International airports.
Direct rail transportation is available from Newark airport to Princeton, free hotel shuttle 
to the facility from the train. Rail transportation is also available from Philadelphia, with 
a free shuttle to the facility from the train station.  Check  www.amtrack.com.  The village 
of Princeton and Princeton University are a 10 minute drive from the facility. 
Possible Program Features: 
Tour of the Cotsen Children’s Library, at Princeton University. The Cotsen Children’s 
Library is a special library within the Department of Rare Books and Special Collections 
at Princeton University Library. The collection includes illustrated children’s books, 
manuscripts, original artwork, prints, and educational toys from the 15th century. 
Additional Features:
Walking tour of historic Princeton. Come early, stay extra days, special rates will be 
available at the facility ahead of and after the conference. New York and Philadelphia 
attractions are about 1 hour away via the train.   Using the shuttle from the facility, 
Washington DC is about 2 hours travel time via a car or train. 
Important query:
Book Fair, Auction, ‘Keepsake Contest’ and Book Swap, Workshops-- what do you 
want to do?  Presentations: what have you wanted to learn about?  Willing to help out 
with some portion of the Conclave?

Contact Information:
for Your Ideas and Suggestions: 
Jbrogan1@verizon.net
home 908.526.0166
office 908.903.7202
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“Tiny Tomes” Attract Scholar

 David Wice sent an article called “Tiny Tomes” from the 2006 Summer issue of 
American Scholar.  Judith Pascoe from the University of Iowa writes about her first 
encounter with  miniature books and about attending the 20th MBS Conclave in 
Cincinnati, Ohio.  
 Pascoe authored The Hummingbird Cabinet: a Rare and  Curious History of Ro-
mantic Collectors, so she has a deep working knowledge of the quirks of collectors.  
Researching at the British Library, when she asked to see a complete print run  of 

Albert Schloss’ English Bijou Almanac, she received a box of  “what looked like 
shrunken flipbooks.”  
 A study of the 500 year history of miniature books led her to The Miniature 
Book Society and its start as a gathering at  Miriam Owen Irwin’s family farm at 

Tipp City, Ohio.  She then visited the Conclave, approaching it as an anthropological study and 
felt she detected a trace of a schism between  publishers and collectors (like any group of diverse 
individuals with a single common interest).  
 Pascoe seems to agree with her quote from thumb-Bible  collector Ruth Adomeit: “I hate tiny 
books that I can’t read  easily.”  In writing about the ongoing efforts to produce the  world’s smallest 
book, she refers to attempting to read a book 2.1 x 2.1 millimeters as a “highly unpleasant reading  
experience.  Turning the pages is like manually flapping a ladybug’s wings.”  
 Discussing what can or cannot be published in miniature, she mentions the St. Onge catalog of 
“inaugural addresses, sermons, dedicatory remarks, eulogies, and testaments” as the usual  approach.   
She cites Charlotte M. Smith, an Iowa bibliophile,  who founded her own “minimalist press” to 
publish poems, short  stories, and lists.  Smith eventually donated 4000 miniatures to the University 
of Iowa and the University has a really nice  website devoted to the collection, which was exhibited 
in 1996, with the catalog reproduced virtually as “Tiny Tomes.”  
 Pascoe goes on to discuss the books in Queen Mary’s  dollhouse, which were created by individual 
authors specifically for the Georgian marvel designed by Edwin Lutyens.  More  astonishing are the 
productions of the Brontë children, whom she regards as the precursors of 20th century art book 
makers. The children created tiny chronicles for an imaginary realm using any bits they could scavenge.  
 She seems a bit ambivalent about unusual items such as An Excerpt from John Steinbeck’s “Can-
nery Row” from Peter and Donna Thomas.  In asking to view the item at one library she was in-
formed that since the book is sealed in a can, it would not be opened until the library acquired a 
second copy.  She does, however, recognize how meaningful tiny items can be.  She turns again to 
Charlotte Smith for an explanation that if one loves books, one love them “not only for their literary 
content,” but for the “quality of the paper which delights the eye as well as the fingertips, and for the 
exterior beauty of a fine binding.”  
 Returning to her comments on the Conclave, Pascoe touches  briefly on the workshops, then 
tackles the oddities of the auction. Keepsakes 
from previous Conclaves seem to her to be 
strange bits of history in tiny abridged editions.  
While she questions some of the prices people are 
willing to pay, she does acknowledge the fact that 
many full size books that people buy may never 
be read. And, as she says, attendees have been hav-
ing a great time. “How can you fault people for 
figuring out how to be happy?” 
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Above: An  
intricate device 
from Iowa’s  
Charlotte Smith 

Cannery Row with opened can

“Books” on Postage Stamps

  Mariam Irwin contacted me awhile back about an article that she felt would interest 
members who collect, or at least study, ancient clay tablets and who may also collect 
postage stamps. “Stamps and the Story of Language” by Robert Obojski, a specialist 
on Middle Eastern stamps and coins, had appeared in the March/April issue 1979, of 
Saudi Aramco World.  It is not likely that you have a copy just lying around the house, 
but it is available online at the magazine’s website  www.saudaiaramcoworld.com/
issue/197902/ .
  The author refers to French linguist Jean-François Champollion’s translation of 
Egyptian hieroglyphics on the Rosetta Stone, a feat commemorated for its 150th 
anniversary in 1971 by stamps issued by both Egypt and France.  In 1973, Iran issued 
a set of stamps illustrating the development of writing in ancient Persia.  The set shows 
six seals, the first an example of cuneiform writing.  Obojski discusses the wedge-shaped 
cuneiform  that appears on clay tablets. 
  Also in 1973, Iran issued a six stamp set depicting classic scripts written on clay tablets.  
These included Aryan, the parent of the Indo-European group of languages of Europe.
Unfortunately, you cannot retrieve any pictures of the stamps on the website, so you do 
need to do some searching.  The pictures in the Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalog 
are so small that you are much better able to see the actual stamp if you can find it on 
the web.
  There are a couple of sites that provide some excellent pictures, but will not give 
you everything you may be looking for.  Two sites are arranged by subject:  www.
danstopicals.com , a rather quirky site in progress, and, also in progress, www.graphics-
stamps.org .  They do illustrate the range of stamps on the history of writing and books 
that have been created worldwide.
  Dantopicals has subject headings like Manuscripts & Printed Books and Runic 
Inscriptions.  When you go under these headings you find a wealth of materials as the 
subjects are further broken down under other headings.  
  Manuscripts & Printed Books contains Illuminated Manuscripts, Miniatures (the 
paintings within books, not miniature books), Calligraphers and Printed Books.  These 
topics then are broken down into specifics, e.g. Medieval Yugoslav Manuscripts or 
Roswitha of Gandersheim.
  The graphics-stamps site has a rather large index, but only listings that are underlined 
are actually available at this point.  Fortunately, this includes entries for such subjects as 
Clay tablets, History of papermaking, and Illuminations.  Even if there are pictures of a 
particular stamp, they are not always identified.
  What is great is to find these topics by subject rather than having to search by country.  
Some of the stamp designs are quite spectacular and works of art in themselves.  People 
interested in branching into other areas of collecting can find a variety of ideas here as 
stamps have covered a vast range in the history of writing, printing and books.
  There is also the fun possibility of designing your own postage stamp.  This can be 
done online through a company dealing with the post office to create legal postage.  If 
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Reminder for 2009 Miniature Book 
Competition and Exhibition

Rules and entry form are available online at mbs.org or from:
Neale M. Albert, Chair, Book Competition and Exhibition Committee
815 Park Avenue
New York, NY  10021
by sending a stamped, self-addressed business-size envelope.

Deadline for receipt of entry is April 1, 2009.

For the first time you may enter one-off artists’ books or one-off bindings.  They will 
not qualify for a Distinguished Book Award, but they will be included in the exhibition 
and in the catalog.

And an afterthought re one-offs. . .

Philip Morrison noted that he was surprised to find that he and Anna had made half 
a dozen one-offs during the past few years. The works were frequently the result of a 
planned edition that for one reason or another never got beyond the one effort. Some 
were the result of trying out an idea while on a long plane trip, others were more in the 
nature of doodling.  

Phil would be interested in hearing about other members who create or collect one-
offs.  Do you deliberately set out to make a one-of-a-kind piece or do they wind up be-
ing the only copy because they are too difficult to reproduce or for some other reason?  
And if you are a collector—do you collect by subject or creator or just by what appeals 
at the moment?

One of a Kind Designer Bindings—a Misnomer
Last issue I asked about people who will do commission binding, but Neale Albert 
pointed out that I need to clarify what I was asking about.  I tacked my addenda about 
compiling a list of available binders to the announcement that Mary Devenyi was going 
to be doing designer bindings. 

Neale can provide information on designer binders for people looking for the truly 
unique.  What I need is to be able to refer people to binders willing to work with their 
small print runs or to  provide a nice, but not overly pricey binding for something that 
needs work.  

As an added thought--most people are unaware of the actual costs of binding work 
and are shocked by prices quoted by standard binderies. Perhaps some knowledgeable 
and good-hearted soul could provide an explanation of costs that could be shared with 
member binders to pass along to their would-be customers? 

you got only a sheet of 20stamps, they would currently cost you about one dollar each; 
the price decreases with larger orders, but will certainly increase with each new postal 
increase.  Odd shapes or other special designs will cost more.
  This would be great for a business.  Forget pictures of the kids or grandkids—put your 
miniature books out there.  A whole new area for collectors!

                                  Venda was a small tribally controlled
                                  area of South Africa that issued a 
                                  number of stamps, among them a series
                                  on the history of writing including this
                                  one on Sumerian pictographic script.

 

As well as one illustrating
 Hieroglyphics.

And  this
illustrating cuneiform.
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The prayer book was given to 
the Morgan by Mrs. Alexan-
dre P. Rosenberg, a long time 
generous supporter of the 
Museum. The gift is in mem-
ory of her husband Alexan-
dre Paul Rosenberg, who 
died in 1987. Mr. Rosenberg 
was founding president in 
1962 of the Art Dealers As-
sociation of America and was 
for many years a prominent 
art dealer in New York. 

The manuscript includes a 
bookplate designed by Pablo Picasso, an artist whose works Mr. Rosenberg exhibited in 
his gallery. Mr. Rosenberg collected early printed books and illuminated manuscripts; the 
Prayer Book of Queen Claude is considered the crown jewel of the collection. 

The book’s miniature scenes are painted in a range of soft purples, mauves, and roses in tiny, some-
times almost invisible brushstrokes. Especially delicate is the artist’s handling of atmospheric per-
spective, which he used to both lighten and multiply the soft colors in the landscapes and cities 
that fill many backgrounds in the book. 

The exhibition of the prayer book includes a second, related manuscript, the Prayer Book of Anne 
de Bretagne. Anne was Claude’s mother and queen of France as the wife first of King Charles VIII 
and then King Louis XII. This manuscript, which was commissioned around 1495 by Anne for 
her son, was illuminated by Jean Poyer, a leading Tours illuminator in whose workshop the Claude 
Master is now thought to have trained. Side by side, the two juxtapose a mother’s book with her 
daughter’s and the work of one illuminator with that of his protégé. 

The exhibition includes a panel with enlargements of many of the illuminations, allowing visitors 
to see more closely the detail and delicacy of the Claude Master’s creations. In addition, visitors 
can view the complete manuscript on screens in the Morgan’s computer alcove on the main floor 
of the museum. 

In 1514, at age fourteen, Princess Claude married François d’Angoulême, who became King Fran-
çois I of France the next year. Claude and François produced seven children in their ten years of 
marriage, including their second son, King Henry II of France. Queen Claude died in 1524 at age 
twenty-four. 

This exhibition is made possible through the generosity of Gifford Combs.
Christie’s is the corporate sponsor. 

MINIATURE BOOK NEWS
Julian I. Edison, Editor

8 ST. ANDREWS DRIVE  •  ST. LOUIS, MO  •  63124

NO. 137  - March 2009

IMPORTANT MINIATURE MANUSCRIPT GIVEN 
TO THE MORGAN LIBRARY

The Morgan Library and Museum in New York City holds one of the world’s foremost 
collections of Renaissance manuscripts.
 Earlier last year the Morgan was given a spectacular example in miniature. Ar-
ticles appeared in the New York Times (May 16, 2008) and the New Yorker magazine 
(August 4, 2008), from which our report is excerpted. 
 Only 2 ¾ by 2 inches in size, the Prayer Book of Queen Claude de France  is a richly 
illustrated Renaissance manuscript with 132 religious scenes. It was created around 
the time of the Queen’s coronation in 1517. The Queen was bethrothed at the age of 
six to her cousin Francois, heir-presumptive to the French throne. She was married at 
fourteen, bore seven royal children, and died at 24, “exhausted” as Roger Wieck, cu-
rator of medieval and Renaissance manuscripts at the Morgan, explained the French 
feeling at the time.
 The manuscript was given to the Morgan by Mrs. Alexandre Rosenberg, whose 
late husband was an art dealer and illuminated manuscript collector. The Morgan’s 
director, William Griswold, told the New Yorker that “It is the finest single manuscript 
acquired by the institution in 25 years.”
 The announcement by the Morgan is reprinted here:

Exhibitions | Past
The Prayer Book of Claude de France
May 20, through September 28, 2008

The Morgan Library & Museum presents a special exhibition of an extremely rare Re-
naissance illuminated manuscript, the Prayer Book of Queen Claude de France, created 
around the time of her coronation in 1517. It is the most important single illuminated 
manuscript acquired by the Morgan in the last twenty-five years and on view in the East 
Room of the historic McKim building.

The tiny, jewel-like book, measuring just 2 3/4 by 2 inches, is richly illustrated with 132 
scenes from the lives of Christ, the Virgin Mary, the apostles, and numerous saints. The 
work was created by an artist known as the Master of Claude de France and can be char-
acterized as the pinnacle of delicacy in Renaissance illumination. The artist, named after 
this prayer book and a companion manuscript, was active in Tours during the first quar-
ter of the sixteenth century. Barely a dozen of his works survive. 
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 They were told the Sultan, a Sandhurst graduate who celebrated his 60th birthday last week-
end, intended presenting the Koran to his new wife, Azrinaz Mazhar Hakim, whom he married 
in Kuala Lumpur last August at a closely guarded private ceremony. She is a former presenter on 
Malaysia’s TV3 channel.
 But the deal went bad at the 11th hour and since then the Sultan’s courtiers have evaded contact 
and the service of letters and court documents.
 Mr Rahme and his colleagues have made more than a dozen trips to Brunei in the past year at-
tempting to finalise the deal. “Suddenly, without explanation, they placed themselves in breach of 
contract, and we had no choice but to seek legal redress,” he said.
 The court action now involves the Australian Government, which is required to serve orders on 
the Sultan or his diplomatic representatives in Canberra. The Sultan is worth an estimated $A53 
billion.
 Mr Rahme said the syndicate had spent more than $400,000 on overseas trips, accommodation 
and legal expenses and now wanted to “have our day in court”.
 The latest word on this matter comes from the August 18, 2007 issue of the London Telegraph, 
from which we excerpt:  “The dispute went to court and yesterday the sultan scored a victory, 
with an Australian judge ruling that the case was outside the court’s jurisdiction and that the 
three businessmen should instead pursue it through Brunei’s legal system. But the prospects of 
that happening are almost zero because the sultan is immune to prosecution in his tropical fief-
dom, a former British protectorate on the north coast of Borneo. He can do no wrong, either in 
a regal or personal capacity.”

Miniature Qur’ans: past and present 
     
 Christos Mais is a Cypriot who studied Economics at Aristotle University in Thessaloniki, 
Greece. He has worked as a freelance journalist and translator in Greece.  He is presently living  
in the Netherlands where he took a course on the MA book and Digital Studies at Leiden  
University.
 As Chris explains: 
  “The assignment given to us for the elective course of the MA Book and Digital Studies of 
Leiden University, Islamic Book: From Manuscript to Modern Media taught by Prof. Jan Just 
Witkam.”
 As Professor Witkam explained:  “The task was to make an internet search of miniature 
Qur’an’s and make a resumé of their present day use, preferably in an anthropological or socio-
logical context. To make a distinction between manuscript and printed miniature books. Try to 
find references to miniature holy books in other religions than Islam as well.”
 Chris was kind enough to share with us the result of his research, an essay, which is printed 
below, slightly edited:

 Miniature Qur’ans have existed at least since the fifteenth century in Persia and other Islamic 
countries. Through the years they have been used for various reasons, from luxurious editions 
which where destined for the royalty at the time and for mass production. 

$10 MILLION MINIATURE BOOK, 
CENTER OF BIG LEGAL BATTLE 

   Our very knowledgeable friend in Vienna, Arno Gschwendtner, recently brought our 
attention to an unusual court contest surrounding a miniature book.  An article in The 
Age, an Australian newspaper, written by Alex Mitchel on July 23, 2006 explains this 
intriguing matter. We excerpt and edit from this account, which was entitled “The tiny, 
tiny book worth a mere $10 million.”   

   THREE Australian investors have launched 
legal action against one of the world’s richest 
men, the Sultan of Brunei, over his refusal to 
pay for a wedding present for his second bride, 
a 26-year-old Malaysian television host.
The court action now involves the Australian 
Government, which is required to serve orders 
on the Sultan or his diplomatic representatives 
in Canberra. The Sultan is worth an estimated 
$A53 billion.
   The gift is a 400-year-old Islamic treasure — a 
handwritten Koran in a bejewelled box that can 
fit into the palm of a hand.
   Valued at more than $10 million, the antique 
is the property of Garsec Pty Ltd, a Sydney-
registered company whose directors are David 
Rahme, Michael McGurk and Hugh Millikin.
   To make the story even more exotic, they pur-
chased the holy book from a former KGB colo-
nel, Inal Kochiev, who told the Sydney buyers 
that the Ottoman Empire relic had been in his 
family’s possession for more than 100 years.
   Professor Ahmad Shboul, chairman of the de-
partment of Arabic and Islamic Studies at Syd-

ney University, has authenticated the exquisitely made piece, saying: “This is a rare copy of the 
Koran of exceptional characteristics.”
 It was probably written in the 16th or 17th century, he said, and its tiny size probably meant it 
was kept “as a sacred object of blessing rather than a text to be read on a regular basis”.
 Mr Rahme said a sale was brokered with representatives of the Sultan last year and arrangements 
were made for it to be handed over and the purchase price paid into a Citibank account in Singa-
pore.
 The agreement to sell the religious antique for $10.6 million was completed in April 2005 with 
the Sultan’s godson, Sunny Chai, after cloak-and-dagger meetings in palaces and luxury hotels in 
the oil-rich kingdom.

Islamic treasure: David Rahme holds  
the miniature Koran. 
Photo: Jacky Ghossein
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small enough to permit religious works to be taken along with the Renaissance traveler or carried 
about on his person.’
 According to Julian I. Edison co-author of the book Miniature Books: 4,000 Years of Tiny 
Treasures and editor of the quarterly publication Miniature Book News, ‘miniature religious books 
are produced today, mostly in Arabic and Israeli countries and used as prayer books. [...] also  min-
iature copies of the Bhagavad Gita, nicely bound and printed in Hindi & English about 2005 
[...].’
 As long as people have fear for the future (and the unknown) they are going to use talismans. 
And there isn’t a better talisman for people that believe in their God than the use of these sacred 
symbols as holy books in a miniature format which is more practical for talismans.

A NEW RECORD  
IN THE MINIATURE BOOK WORLD

The miniature book world is richer for a new record: it is not the smallest book, 
but THE LONGEST MINIATURE BOOK IN THE WORLD, coming from 
Germany.

The printer Walter Steinert, who has learned printing “in the old times” has, 
after retirement, collected in the basement of his house in Filderstat, near 
Stuttgart, a museum with old letterpress platen press printing presses, along 
with the other equipment needed for printing. All equipment is in working 
condition and he has already printed 9 miniature books and several leporellos 
(accordian fold books). He is well known to German miniature book collectors 
and is a member of the Miniature Book Society in Stuttgart (one of the three 
societies in Germany). His printing shop is called Offizin Wastei (in Germany 
Offizin is today called a historical printing press, also private press). 

He prints all his miniature books in letterpress (which is quite rare in these 
days). He started to print miniature books in 1999, at retirement.

His latest achievement is THE LONGEST MINIATURE BOOK IN THE 
WORLD, which we want to present here.

The title of the book is TYPORELLO and it is dedicated to Johannes Gutten-
berg (c 1400 – 1468), inventor of  letterpress printing.

The Typorello is definitely a printing achievement. It is partly set by hand and 
partly typeset on a Lynotype composing machine. It is completely hand printed 
on an antique Boston A4 platten press  on one roll of 70 g. paper 17,01 meter 
long (similar to the paper rolls used on old Monotype setting machines). 

 The most famous example for the latter are the famous miniature Qur’ans published by one 
of the most successful publishers of miniature books, David Bryce of Glasgow, Scotland around 
1900. ‘During World War I many copies were issued to Muslim soldiers fighting with the Allied 
troops and were often regarded as talismans,’ so wrote Louis Bondy in his 1981 opus: Miniature 
Books. Although the magnifying glass included inside the metal case that contained the Qur’an 
was so strong that according to Sir Wallis Budge of the British Museum in 1930 ‘the little lens in 
the case in sufficiently strong to enable the traveller to read his favourite chapters by the light of the 
camp fire.’ 
 This was not the first time that the Qur’an had been used by soldiers as a talisman. The leather, 
octagonal Sanjak Qur’an was reportedly used to be placed within a receptable in the to end of the 
staff bearing the Battle Standard.
 Also, among many other books, two miniature copies of the Qur’an have been found in the 
library of Queen Mary’s Dolls’ House which is located in Windsor Castle, England.
 With a simple search in the internet it is quite obvious that miniature Qur’ans are still used 
mainly if not exclusively as talismans. According to Jake Benson, proprietor of Benson’s Hand 
Bindery and co-founder of the Society of marbling, ‘it is very common in all Muslim countries 
that women wear a tiny Quran in a jewelry case.’ This kind of Qur’ans contained in lockets to be 
used as talismans can be found in various websites. The fact that they are very cheap can lead to the 
assumption that they are meant for the broad masses of Muslims and not only for the upper class. 
 It is fascinating that in the past, miniature Qur’ans appeared first as manuscripts, not in printed 
versions. Therefore  the creators of these Qur’ans must have considered their work very significant 
to put so much effort into creating them. The Panj-Tan (Five Holy Persons) miniature (though 
not a Qur’an contains inscriptions of the Qur’an) created on 1914 is worth mentioning here. This 
exceptional piece of art, which represents prophet the Muhammad, Imam Ali, his wife Fatmia, 
Imama Hasan and Imam Husein was gifted to Grand Ayatollah Seyed Muhammad Kazim Tabata-
baee Yazdi.
 Today apart from hanging them around your neck you can find them in the market for other 
uses like car hanging. The large number of car accidents these days probably led marketing experts 
to the proposal of using miniature Qur’ans also to fit in one’s wallet.
 One of the facts proving the use of talismans (one of which are miniature Qur’ans) is the ar-
ticle of Dr. Masud-Ud-Din Usmani ‘Islamic View Point on Talisman (Taweez).’ In this article the 
author is trying to present his own point of view as the correct (Islamic) view point of talismans. 
He is against the use of the Qur’an for talismanic purposes saying that the prophet Muhammad 
was against it as well as the fact that talismans shouldn’t be used for cure etc. This reminds one of 
another dispute concerning Muslims wearing garments embroided with the Qur’an.
 The talismanic use of miniature Qur’ans is as old as the miniature Qur’an itself, mainly used 
during battles. Nowadays people use it in their everyday life to protect themselves. It can be com-
pared with the use of a cross by Christians either as an amulet hung by their neck or hung inside 
houses, from car mirrors etc. Although the use of miniature Bibles and miniature New Testaments 
is not uncommon, not only in the past but even today one can purchase western religious books.    
During WWI the Australian Forces in Egypt were given miniature New Testaments as talismans 
just like Muslim soldiers where given miniature Qur’ans. There is also a long tradition of religious 
miniatures books in the west. ‘Antique miniature books start with exquisitely made incunabula, 
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Typorello front 
covers and the book 
expanded accordion 
style. 

Walter Steinert 
shown below in his 
studio.

There were 63 printing formes necessary to print the entire text, that makes 378 
pages – and as many hand foldings were necessary to make the book block.

The book measures 70 x 50 mm, overall, and is 35 mm thick. The 378 pages can 
be folded out, accordion style, for its total length of 1701 cms. (670 inches or 
almost 56 feet!)  Only ten copies have been produced.

I called  Mr. Steinert and asked how long he was working on the project. He said 
that for setting, printing and folding the text he needed 85 hours of intensive 
work (for the 10 copies of Typorello). 

The Typorello is housed in a lavish leather box with two porcelain plaques, made 
in Hungary. One on the cover of the box is showing the portrait of Gutenberg, 
and the second one inside the cover, shows the Gutenberg family coat- of- arms. 

The text of Typorello is combined from the texts of five miniature books, pub-
lished earlier by Mr. Steinert and an introduction titled “Man of the Millenium” 
Johannes Gutenberg. This text is printed in blue.

The next text “About Widows and Wrong Fount’ is about mistakes made in 
traditional printing – since its invention. Also printed in blue, as is the next text 
“Printers’ Slang” a dictionary of  professional terms.

The “Erotic Vademecum” is printed in red, the next one “The High Intellectual 
Nonsense” in green, “Noah – My Struggle With  Bureaucracy” in blue and the 
last text “… And The Bookworm Sends You Regards!”  is printed in brown. 
There are some humorous drawings in some of the texts.

The impressum is printed in red and reads “The Project the longest Miniature 
Book of the World Typorello is completed. The Book is 1701 cm long and has 
378 pages”.

Mr. Steinert has told me, that he has few copies of Typorello still at disposal. He 
can be contacted by E/mail: walter.steinert@gmx.de.

The Typorello will definitely remain a memorable achievement in the world of 
modern miniature books.

Dr. Martin Znidersic, Ljubljana
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In Memoriam 

Heinz Mueller, founder and president of the German Miniature Book  Society, Sam-
mlerkreis Miniaturbuch e.V., died August 14, 2008 at  age 77.  He edited the newsletter 
Miniaturbuch Journal and had been  a member of MBS for several years. 

James Lorson, one of our country’s premier book dealers, died  
November 3, 2008 at age 80.  Raised in Canton, Ohio, Jim served 
in  the Army and was stationed in Japan at the end of World War 
II, as  a journalist and speech writer for military officers.  He then 
studied  history and anthropology at Tulane University in New 
Orleans. 
 He and his wife Joan opened Lorson’s Books and Prints in 
Fullerton,  California, in 1977.  Their original focus was rare, high 
quality books  and miniature books.  Within two years they began 

to include children’s  books, developing one of the finest collections in the country. 
 Jim was not just the largest dealer of miniature books on the West Coast, he also 
supported workshops and aided in the printing and  binding of a number of such 
works. 
 In addition to his MBS activities, Jim belonged to The Zamorano Club,  Los 
Compadres, The Book Collectors of Southern California and was  a charter member of 
Friends of the Archival Center.  
 Joan Lorson is continuing their book store which is available online at www.lorson-
booksandprints.com  . 
 Author/artist Joe D’Ambrosio, a longtime friend, and creator of the  miniature 
keepsake Jim Lorson: Boy Bookseller at 75, sent a touching tribute to Jim, a part of 
which is reproduced below: 
 Beloved bookseller Jim Lorson passed away from a heart-related illness  that took 
him by surprise.  Jim was a quiet, simple man who loved books  from the time he was 
five years old, and thoroughly enjoyed helping others  find just what they were looking 
for.  It takes a special touch to share  knowledge, to be genuinely helpful, and to do so 
without offending or  diminishing someone. Jim could do that.  Along with a pleas-
ant and edgy  sense of humor, he called things as he saw them, even when it was not 
a  popular thing to do.  He had a fine eye for the beautifully produced book,  and that 
went far beyond accepted standards.  He also published many  fine press books and put 
together many important private collections.                           
 
 

MINIATURE BOOK  
SIGNED BY HUMPHREY BOGART

Bonham’s auction house in New York offered a copy on December 15, 2008 of the 1880 
Galleria Dantesca with a signature of Humphrey Bogart on the front end-paper. The 
description and photos of the book are reproduced below. Unfortunately the book did not 
sell, probably because of its condition or maybe because Bogart does not have quite the 
cachet he once had in the famous film Casablanca.  “As Time Goes By.”

Sale 16157 -  
Fine Books &  
Manuscripts,  
15 Dec 2008
New York
 
Lot No: 2067
[MINIATURE 
BOOKS— 
HUMPREY BOGA-
RT.]
Galleria Dantesca 
microscopica. Milan: 
Ulrico Hoepli, 1880. With 30 mounted albumen print photographs by Scaramuzza. 
51mm by 37mm. Full gilt-decorated morocco. Leaves toned and thumbed, lacking 
preliminary blank leaf, chipping and loss to first few leaves, wear to corners and spine, 
bookseller’s label (“From the books of J.W. Robinson Co / Seventh and Grand / Los 
Angeles”) to blank endleaf.

Signed by Humphrey Bogart (“Bogie”) and signed and inscribed by Bogart’s third wife 
Mayo Methot (“To Kenny with loving memory / Mayo”) to her brother. Family lore 
reports that this small book was a gift from the “Battling Bogarts,” and that the inscrip-
tion, which is barely legible and written upside down on a rear blank leaf, was executed 
while both were drunk.
Provenance: by descent through the recipient’s family.

Estimate: $500 - 700

Contact the Specialist to discuss this lot or sale
Email: Amy Green
Tel: +1 323 436 5487
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New Publications
New Catalogs  
Received
Miniature Books.  Bradbury
Miniature Books Catalogue 45.  
December 2008  and Catalogue 46,
February 2009.  Brooklyn, NY.

Miniature Book Catalog #18,
Jan. 2009 and #19, March, 2009.
Karen Nyman,  San Diego, CA.   
(Online)
 

Bookbinding Competition
Society of Bookbinders International
2009 Competition open to anyone.  
Rules and entry form available at 
www.societyofbookbinders.com/events
Closing date is June 1. 
Awards/ Exhibits
April 2, 2008, Julian I. Edison received the Dean’s 
Medal for his work with the University Libraries’ 
National Council and his long support of the Wash-
ington University (St. Louis, Missouri) Libraries. Olin 
Library Dept. of Special Collections displayed some 200 
miniature volumes from Julian’s collection under the 
title of the book he co-authored with Anne C. Bromer, 
Miniature Books: 4,000 Years of Tiny Treasures. 

New Members

Maria Victoria Garrido 
Bianchini
Sant Joan Bosco 4, Piso 4, 
Puerta 4
VIC, Barcelona  08500
SPAIN
(0034) 93-88-32-774 (h)
Marivi_2@yahoo.com 

Kathleen Bryson
209 Catalpa Road
Lexington KY 40502
859 269-2142 (h)
kbryson@insightbb.com

Jonathan & Jill Danforth
2527 Glendale Avenue
Durham NC 27704
919 308-8329 (h)
sdanforth@shinyphotos.
com

Cynthia Franseen
14691 E. Woolsey Lake 
Road
Northport MI 49670
231 386-9005 (h)
cyncyn1116@yahoo.com

Paul Holbrook
308 Madison Place
Lexington KY 40508 
859 255-3936 (h)
peholbr@yahoo.com

Ravinder Reddy
125 Bayard Place
Pittsburgh PA 15213
412 818-5246 (w)
reddy15213@gmail.com

Betty Steckman
415 Home Avenue
Trenton NJ 08611-3101
609 393-0015 (h)
alphabetty123@earthlink.
net
  
Lois Stovall   
2 Rue Villars
Newport Beach CA 
92660949-760-0712 (h)
949-760-0712 (f) 

Gloria Utzig
340 Mirick Road
Princeton  MA  01541
978-464-5849 (h)
978-697-8016 (cell)
gloria@utzig.com

CHANGEABOUTS
Mary Catherine F. Williams
4314 Willis Wharf Road
P.O. Box 145
Willis Wharf  VA 23486
757 442-4605 (h)
512 925-3191 (cell)
spookiejenkins@msn.com

Address Changeabouts

Dr. Lunawati Bennett  
P.O. Box 221124
West Palm Beach FL  
33422   
561-420-9471 (h)   
561-803-2715 (o)

Polly Eaton  
8467 Radcliffe Terrace 
#101   
Naples FL  34120
239-537-5771 (h)

Sherry E. & Stewart Hesch
255 Massachusetts Ave. 
#419
Boston MA  02115

The Microbibiophile
Jon H. Mayo
P.O. Box 51   
North Clarendon VT  05759      

Bill & Vicky Stewart
Vamp & Tramp Booksellers, 
LLC   
1951 Hoover Ct, Suite 205  
Birmingham AL  35226
 
Chris Wright   
45 Pond Mills Rd. #408  
London ON  N5Z 4W5  
CANADA   
 
SuperSmall Publishing
www.Supersmall.com   
            
Email Changeabouts

Sherry Barber
sherry.barber@ymail.com

William A. & Nancy K. Bivona
wbivona@verizon.net

Joan Boring
joan_boring@yahoo.com

Adelaide Carlson
Ac22z@netscape.com

Elsi Vassdal Ellis
Elsi.vassdal-ellis@wwu.edu

Jeanne Goessling
Jeanne@goessling.com

John G. Henry
cedarcreekpress@mchsi.com

Lathrop Hoffman
lhoffman@sierracars.com

Edward Hoyenski 
edward.hoyenski@unt.edu

Barbara Kaufman
bar.bar@bigpond.net.au

Kathy King
Righ62@gmail.com

Beverly Mehlhoff
bmehlhoff@aol.com

James Reid-Cunningham
james_reidcunningham@
yahoo.com

Lonnie Smith 
The Printing Establishment 
Coloradoprinter@comcast.
com

Beverly A. Tadlock
batadlock@aol.com

Carla J. Tenret
carlatenret@sbcglobal.net

Cyril B. Turner
Cyril B. Turner Miniatures  
turnerschoolofmp@ukart.com
www.turnerschoolofmp.
ukart.com

Msgr. Francis Weber
818-361-0186 (o)
msgrweber@archivalcenter.
org

Marion Wilhelm
marionwilhelm@gmail.com

Jere & Kathleen Wilson
jerehoo@yahoo.com

Web Page 
Changeabouts:

Meg Kennedy
www.book-arts.com

Miniaturbuchverlag Leipzig
www.minibuch.de

Larry Seidman
www.larryseidmanart.com

Cyril B. Turner Miniatures  
turnerschoolofmp@ukart.
com

Pat Sweet
www.
bopressminiaturebooks.
com

Jody Williams
www.flyingpaperpress.com

Telephone 
Changeabouts:

Randy Auman   
845-699-9514 (cell)

Neil Elliott   
805-682-8399 (h)

Ferial Evans   
Art and Word  
44 01473 630451 (f)

Aeleen Frisch   
203-284-2501 (o)   
 
Manuel Garcia de Fuentes 
Churruca  
011-34-639-393953 (o)
011-34-952-772426 (f)

Karen M. Heck   
410-795-4766 (h) 

Lathrop Hoffman
626-355-1685 (h)
 
Joan Knoertzer   
734-668-6815 (f) 

Karen Nyman
619-225-8585 (o 

Twyla Racz
734-484-3523 (f)  
 
James Reid-Cunningham
617-304-2652 (cell)

Jacalyn Waldfogel 
727-934-2843 (h)
727-480-7974 (o)

Robin Williams   
The Shakespeare Papers 
505-438-8668 (o)
505-438-9762 (f) 
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Miniature Book Society Newsletter
A publication of the Miniature Book Society Inc. Number 80

Issued in March,  July,  November.  Items for publication, 
including advertising material should be sent to the 
Editor.  Publication deadlines are: February 1, June 1, 
October 1.  Payment for advertising should be made to 
Miniature Book Society Inc. and sent to the Treasurer.

The Miniature Book Society is an inter-national non-
profit organization founded in 1983 and chartered 
by the state of Ohio, USA.  Its purposes are to sustain 
interest in all aspects of miniature books; to provide 
a forum for the exchange of ideas; to serve as a 
clearinghouse for information about miniature books.

Website: www.mbs.org
Toll-free phone (USA & Canada): 1-877-MBS-1983

Board of Governors for 2008-2009
President: Mark Palkovic
Vice-President: Peter Thomas
Secretary: Edward Hoyenski
Treasurer: Karen Nyman
Past President: Julian Edison

Members at-large:
Kathy King
Joan Knoertzer
Kimberly Molitor
Jill Timm

Membership in the Society is open to all interested 
individuals, organizations and institutions.  
Membership dues in United States dollars: 
$40.00 individual/couple for USA members, 
$45.00 individual/couple for Canadian members; 
$55.00 individual/couple outside North America.  
Corporate membership: $40.00 (USA), $55.00 
(Canada), $65.00 (outside North America).

Advertising Rates

Full Page 4.5 x 7.5" $100.00
Half Page 4.5 x 3.75" $50.00
Quarter Page 2.25 x 3.75" $30.00

Send ads to:
Joan Boring

3204 Wildwood Rd.
Middletown, OH 45042

jboring@middletownlibrary.org

Mail payments for ads (in $ US dollars)  
(paypal address minibook@cox.net) to:

Karen Nyman
702 Rosecrans Street

San Diego, CA 92106-3013 

Membership inquiries and dues payments:
Karen Nyman, Treasurer
702 Rosecrans Street
San Diego, CA  92106-3013
619-226-4441  (h)
619-225-8585  (o)
619-226-4441  (f )
karennyman@cox.net

Newsletter Editor:
Joan Boring
3204 Wildwood Road
Middletown, OH  45042
(513) 594-7395
jboring@middletownlibrary.org
or  joan_boring@yahoo.com  

Miniature Book News Editor:
Julian Edison
8 St. Andrews Drive
St. Louis, MO  63124
(314) 567-3533
Jiestl@mac.com          

Manuscripts, letters and news items are welcomed 
and are subject to editing due  to space and style 
limitations.  Preferably submissions should be made 
electronically, by e-mail or disk.  Attachments on 
Microsoft Word would be preferred.  Articles in the 
Newsletter do not necessarily express the views of the 
Board or of the Editor.

Deadline for the next issue:  June 1, 2009.

Printed by: Alliance Printing & Mailing Services • 
Middletown, OH USA

Not all the stamps could be completely identified, 
but here is what was available:  
1. Cuneiform, Austria, 1965 
2. Papyrus, Austria, 1965
3. Stretching vellum, Ethiopia, 1989 
4. Dead Sea Scroll, Jordan, 1965 
5. 1400th Anniversary of the Quran, Ceylon, 1968
6. Rituals of Zhou, China, 2003   
7. Domesday Book, 1086, UK 
8. 800th Anniversary of birth of Snorri Sturlison, 
Iceland,1979 
9. Ireland 
10. Gutenberg, Cambodia, 2001
11.  Illuminated letter from 11th Century giant 
Bible, Luxembourg, 1983  
12.  Petrach, Italy, 1974  
13.  Australia  
14.  Interior of print shop, Hungary,  1987  
15.  Spain 
16.  Divine Comedy, Italy 
17.  Bahamas, 1991  
18.  First book printed on the Isle of Man, 1982 
19.  El Cid, Spain, 2007 
20.  Australia 
21.  500th anniversary of first book printed in 
Greece,1976

22. First book printed in Costa Rica, 1972
23.  Papermaking, China
24.  The Brothers Grimm, Germany, 1985
25.  Brazil, 1998;  26.  Belgium, 1986; 27.  Victor Hugo, 
Macau, 2006
28.  “A Nation of Readers,” US
29.  Father Damian, Belgium, 1964
30.  China, 1999
31.  Gutenberg, Germany, 1954
32.  Argentina, 2004
33.  International Year of the Book, Hungary, 1972
34.  Bulgaria
35.  Translation of the Bible into Welsh, UK, 1986
36.  Ukraine
37.  Japan
38.  Bolivia
39.  First book printed in Finland, 1988;  40.  Humboldt, 
Cuba, 1969
41.  “For the Burnt Library of Algeria,” Iraq
42.  Bosnia Herzegovina
43.  Friedrich Spee von Langenfeld, Germany, 1991   
44.   Commemorating the National Library, Austria   
45.  Netherlands
46.  Belarus, 1997
47.  “America’s Libraries,” USA
48.  Bermuda.

BACK COVER

FRONT COVER
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